Preparing PDI Files for Submitting to Competitions Using Photoshop.
We are often receiving incorrectly prepared files for competitions, even from experienced photographers,
which means that if you are entering competitions and exhibitions your images are probably not being
seen at their best. They need to be sized according to the competition instructions and with the correct
colour profile, which for PDI is SRGB, to ensure the colours display correctly. Here’s a step-by-step guide to
getting it right.
1, Open your file in Photoshop or flatten an image if you’ve been working on it. In the Edit drop down
menu select Convert to Profile (NOT Assign Profile).

2. In the pop up box check that the Source Space is sRGB. If it is not then, in the Destination Space, select
the option that starts Working RGB – sRGB. Leave everything else as it is and click ok.

3.In the Image drop down menu select Mode and check 8 bits per channel

4. In the Image drop down menu again, go to Image Size.

5. In the pop up box make sure that Resample is checked, and select Pixels from the sizing options. Almost
all competitions now ask for 1600 x 1200 so select a maximum of 1600 pixels along the width and 1200
max height (NOT 1600 longest edge). Resizing one aspect will automatically resize the other so do check
that both are within the limits – note that this example is less than 1600 wide as the height is on max 1200.
Click OK and your image will appear at its reduced size.

6. Go to Save As and save your file as a jpeg.

7. When prompted save at Max Quality 12, and click OK

It sounds like a lot of steps but quickly becomes second nature and only takes a minute, and you have a file
that will present well and not be rejected by the competition software.
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